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Various informations

Derived Products
I have surfed on E-Bay, Amazon and the internet as an attempt to make a complete list of all
derived non game products that has been sold with the Duel Masters name on it. There are so much
things out there so don't expect the list to be complete. If you ever find other ones, send me the
information and try to get pictures. You can click on almost all the pictures below to get a bigger
view but sometime the full picture is not as big as you would want. In these case, I am sorry, I take
the pictures I can find on the net and that's about it. Even if I own the item, I don't have a numeric
camera.

There has been

Card Shooter
I seems to be some sort of device that you strap to your hand and
place your cards in them. Besides being cool, it is not really useful. It
might also damage the cards with time, I am not sure if you can use
cards with plastic sleeves in it.
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Card Sleeves
These sleeves has the duel master tag and are available in the 5
civilisation colors. I am not sure if it is only the back that is colored
or if it is the whole sleeves. If the front is translucent and colored, it
might get more difficult to see the cards or you might get new color

mix that creates new civilisation like purple, cyan (^_^).

DEX
This is an electronic device that contains the list of the duel master
cards with a small picture shown on the lcd screen. The problem is
that I don't think that there is anyways to update the content of the
database. So you won't be able to keep track of new card collection.
That's why I tought it could be cool to make a software like this for
other portable console like gameboy and gamepark.

Folder
This is something I bought on ebay, it was probably distributed as a
promotion. It is a folder that contains a list of cards from DM01 to
DM05, a few promotional information and 2 sheets of stickers. I
definately bought it for the sticker sheets.

Stickers
These are simple duel master sticker. There are not the same than
those found in the folder above. The pictures on these stickers are not
really good compared to those found in the folder.

Coloring Book
This item is probably only available in Japan. It's a bag that contains
either a book or sheets of paper to colorize with tools of your choice.

Magazine
Of course, the official magazine. I have never seen one yet, so I can't
really talk about the content, but I assume that it talks about the card
game, the comics and the TV show plus other promotional stuff.

Comic Book
Here is the comic book which has probably some relations with the
TV show ( unless it is not the same story ). Never seen it but from
what I have heard, it sucks!

Action Figure
I think there are at most a dozen of different action figures. They are
generaly the super rare cards found in the first colection. You cannot
really play with in the game, it's simply a toy.

Miniatures
That's something I found nice, there is one pack for each civilisation.
It would have been cool to make some sort of board game like chess
with these miniatures, unfortunately there are too expensive for board
game components.

Other Action Figures
The packaginging seems different than the previous one so I think it's
a different collection of action figures.

Puzzle Poster
This is a puzzle that create a poster with Duel Masters creature on it
when finished. There is nothing else special about it.

Mini Puzzles
That something that I found interesting but I could not find any of
these. it simply a small puzzle, but I like the small size that can fit
easily on a wall.

Puzzle 100 pieces
Another puzzle, I have a picture of the assembled puzle with the box

DVD and Watch
As a title say, it is a DVD that probably contains TV series episodes
plus a promotional watch.

DVD
Again, some DVD which should contains TV series episodes

Blanket
Wow, so cool. I really like this one even if it does not fit with the
colors in my room. It is simply a blanket that you use to cover the
bed. They are probably only available only for kids bed size.

Costume
This is a cheap halloween costume. It pretty hard to make duel
masters costumes since almost all creatures found in the game are not
humanoid. For example, I cannot see myself being disguised as a
phantom fish.

T-Shirt
And of course, the T-shirt. The most common form of derived
product. It is the item that allows you to say "Been there, done that,
got a T-Shirt". Unfortunately, I don't think there are adult size TShirt.

Pyjamas
Why not sleep with a Duel Masters Pyjama so that you could dream
about all the cards that you could get. Play some games while
dreaming too!

Clock and Watch
Keep your self in time with the duel masters clock and watch. You'll
now see more duel masters stuff everytime you look at the time.

Alarm Clock
Why not summon a Mighty shouter to wake you up in the morning
with this wonderful alarm clock.

Calendar
Keep your self up to date with the duel masters calendar.
Unfortunately, I only have the picture of the cover.
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